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Hello!

I always look forward to this special edition on Aquatic Facilities. You—our readers—ask for 
this information because these facilities are so important to campus athletic programs, and 
they offer great student life amenities on your campuses, as well. These facilities have continued 
to evolve over the years to include much more than just a standard everyday “cement pond” 
(to borrow from a TV show from long long ago).

One of the biggest ways colleges are attracting students is with top-of-the-line amenities, 
and campus recreation leads the list. Some schools have elements of luxury resorts as well as 
university components. From lazy rivers and waterslides at the natatorium, to massage therapy 
and spa treatments at the wellness center, colleges and universities are making sure students 
have all the pampering they could ask for.

But campus recreation centers are more than just bargaining chips for choosy students; 
they are critical to the health and well-being of students. The notorious “freshman fifteen” 
remains a perennial worry for new students, but more importantly, the stress of college—from 
new campus living arrangements, to academic challenges, to financial struggles paying for 
college—can take a real physical toll on students. Plenty of scientific evidence demonstrates 
that mental stress causes serious bodily harm, but there’s also ample evidence proving that 
physical fitness, exercise, and fun—even a little every day—can make a crucial difference. 
The best campus recreation centers don’t just offer an escape from college stress; they offer a 
cure for the illness of stress.

The aquatic features on your campuses will repay the investments you make in multiple ways 
for years to come, and they are great features to point out to prospective athletes, students, 
and their families when they visit your campuses. We are always excited to hear about what 
you are going to do next to improve these facilities.

Thanks again for the opportunity to give you the information you request. Let us know if 
you would like us to cover another facility exclusive in a special edition. We are here to help 
you in any way we can with information on vital facilities that benefit you and the lives that 
you touch.

Until we talk again—
Ed Bauer
 
Publisher 
Private University Products and News Magazine 
ed@pupnmag.com
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Private universities and colleges are embracing the versatile benefits of aquatics 

by constructing cutting-edge aquatic facilities which serve not only the campus-

based community but also work as exciting recruitment tools for students and 

student-athletes. Although student enrollment has declined since the pandemic, 

there are reasons for optimism—for instance, this past spring, first-year enrollment of 

undergraduates has increased 4.2% in comparison to a decline of 3.5% the previous year. 
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E S S E N T I A L  A Q U AT I C  P R O D U C T S  continued

Investing in facilities such as aquatics has 
played a key role in reversing this trend, not 
least of all because students are drawn to the 
total package offered by an institution. Such 
trends show that the appeal of campus life 
mustn’t be underestimated. 

With aquatic facilities, students are provided 
with opportunities to socialize and improve 
health and wellness. Moreover, students can 
enjoy a variety of activities beyond swimming, 
such as aqua-aerobics, hydrobiking, in-water 
strength training, deep-water running, as 
well as water therapy that helps students 
unwind after long days of attending classes 
and studying. 

Students, faculty, and staff should ideally 
imagine aquatic facilities as destination 
spaces. Maintaining these spaces is vital to 
enjoyment, functionality, and safety. What 
follows are descriptions of four must-have 
products for aquatic facilities which are 

fundamental in transforming them into desti-
nation spaces. The benefits of each are exciting 
and multi-faceted. 

Enhancing Functionality 

with High Quality Carts by 

Royal Basket Trucks®

For forty years, Royal Basket Trucks® has 
manufactured high quality carts on wheels 
that have proven essential for improving the 
functionality of aquatic facilities. Aquatic facil-
ities can get messy in a matter of seconds, and 
Royal® carts are an obvious preventative go-to. 
The carts are durable and well designed, and 
they are an excellent solution for collecting, 
sorting, storing, and transporting all types 
of sports equipment, whether in wet or dry 
environments. Royal® carts can be used as 
portable towel stations and for collecting life 
jackets as well as other swimming equipment. 
Similarly, they are proven to improve process 
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efficiency, reduce cleanup time, and elevate 
overall user experience. Royal® carts are 
also great for tackling the daunting task 
of student-athletes’ laundry, which in turn 
alleviates potential sanitation concerns. 
They can likewise be used to transport 
and help to protect valuable athletic team 
equipment and apparel.

In keeping with indoor or outdoor 
aesthetics, Royal® carts are available in 
thirteen vinyl colors, seven mesh colors, and 
nine poly colors. In an exciting additional 
benefit, institutions and their respective 
athletic teams can even customize and 
promote their brands on Royal® products.

Advanced Safety with Wet 

Floor Matting by Dri-Dek®

Whether around the swimming pool, the 
sauna, in showers, or in locker rooms, 
aquatic facilities are at risk of becoming 
slick safety hazards. Dri-Dek® wet-floor 
matting is an ideal solution to such safety 

concerns. The matting is designed in 
interlocking tiles, sheets, or rolls, all of 
which can be interlocked to accommodate 
spaces of any size. Dri-Dek’s® textured 
surface drains water and lifts users above 
wet floors, as well. Thanks to its patented 
design, Dri-Dek® is also simple to clean, 
pressure wash, or hose down, translating to 
time and energy saved throughout the day 
and at closing time. The matting trims to fit 
wall-to-wall as well as around equipment; 
moreover, it prevents puddles and slippery 
floors as well as combatting germs. The 
matting can match any décor with twelve 
designer colors: pool blue, blue, burgundy, 
gray, teal, black, almond, green, hunter 
green, red, yellow, and white. 

For over forty years, Dri-Dek® has 
grown into a trusted global brand, one 
with a tradition of satisfying hundreds 
of thousands of customers. Aquatic facil-
ities need Dri-Dek® to assure user safety, 
comfort, and overall satisfaction. 

800-776-1342
CONTACT US FOR ALL YOUR LOCKER ROOM NEEDS

WE ARE 
GREENGUARD GOLD 

CERTIFIED

Our Metal Lockers are available with MedSafe™ antimicrobial 
finishes with Microban®, formulated to protect against bacteria, 

mold, yeast & mildew for up to 20 years! Very beneficial for 
educational, healthcare, food processing and other hygiene 

conscious environments. 

AMERICA’S MOST COMPLETE LOCKER LINE®

METAL • PLASTIC • WOOD • PHENOLIC

The carts are durable and 

well designed, and they are 

an excellent solution for 

collecting, sorting, storing, 

and transporting all types of 

sports equipment, whether 

in wet or dry environments. 

Royal® carts can be used 

as portable towel stations 

and for collecting life jackets 

as well as other swimming 

equipment. 
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Water Treatment Equipment 

with Vantage/All Chem

None of us would wish to swim in a giant, 
germ-filled petri dish—and without modern 
chemistry, that’s what swimming pools would be 
like. Even a quick swim in unsanitized water could 
expose a person to harmful levels of microbes 
that cause illnesses ranging from swimmer’s ear 
to athlete’s foot. Vantage Commercial Water 
Systems offer a complete line of pool and spa 
chemicals and chemical feeders. The Vantage Poly 
A Clarifier Tablets from AllChem Performance 
Products are simple and reliable systems designed 
with aquatic facility manager input to reliably 
sanitize and clarify any size aquatic facility on 
campus. Not only does the ACF Series of Poly 
A Clarifier Tablets work with the pool filtration 
system to remove up to 99% of cryptosporidium, 
but they also aid in the coagulation and removal of 
organic and inorganic compounds that cause dull 
or cloudy water. All one must do to maintain clear 
water is use Poly-A Clarifier Tablets to remove 
small particles and other compounds.

E S S E N T I A L  A Q U AT I C  P R O D U C T S  continued

Phone: 1-800-979-7300  • Fax: 724-830-2871  • E-mail: overly@overly.com  • Web: www.overly.com

Acoustic
• Metal Swinging
Doors

• Wood Swinging
Doors

• Oversized
Doors

• Fixed Window
Systems

Blast
• VLRB, LRB, 
and MRB Series

• High-Range
Doors &
Windows

• UFC Blast
Mitigation 

Doors

• Pressure
Resistant &    
Watertight
Doors

• Radiation
Shielding Doors

Vault 
• GSA Certified

• DOS Certified

• Attack-Resistant

• Day Doors

• Day Gates

Bullet
• Metal Swinging 
Doors

• Wood Swinging
Doors

• Fixed Window
Systems

• Pass-Throughs

• Gun Ports

• Voice Ports

Need Specialty Doors/Fixed Window Systems?

ODC-21-corp-4-door-ad-PUPN-v01.qxp_Overly Door Company  7/16/21  11:46  Page 1
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The concentrated blend of synergistic 
polymer clarifiers is available in 10 and 
42-pound packages. Also available is a 
commercial grade feeding device that requires 
no additional pumps. 

Aquatic Access In Making 

Accessibility a Reality

Established in 1990, the Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA) requires the majority of 
businesses and facilities to provide reasonable 
access and accommodation for all disabled 
persons. The Nolan family, owners of Aquatic 
Access Inc., have been way ahead of the curve, 
providing accessibility options for disabled 
persons for over sixty years. After introducing 
a lift for hot tubs, the Nolans created taller 
versions for above-ground pools and tall rehab 
pools; these were followed by a pool lift with 
a manual turn for in-ground pools and spas. 

Lifts for in-ground, on-campus pools 
provide maximum access from the deck for 
users and their assistants. Transferring from 

side to side is simple and intuitive: the outer 
armrest and footrest flip up and out of the 
way, and the mounting arm is placed under 
the seat for unobstructed wheelchair access. 
Independently operable upper and lower 
controls are within easy reach of the occupant, 
and the seats provide stellar range of motion. 
They not only turn forward into the pool, but 
they travel 44” vertically, can be paused or 
reversed at any point, and can be padlocked 
in the deck position. The lifts are sturdy and 
can safely secure people weighing up to 400 
lbs. All aquatic lifts can also be customized for 
users with higher weight capacities. 

Keeping Campus-Based 

Communities Happy and Healthy

Aquatic facilities are integral as recruitment 
tools, and the four products addressed here are 
essential in realizing the full potential of these 
facilities. Additionally, aquatics programs 
provide many health benefits for students, 
faculty, and staff. Swimming provides a full 

E S S E N T I A L  A Q U AT I C  P R O D U C T S  continued

Lifts for in-ground, 

on-campus pools provide 

maximum access from the 

deck for users and their 

assistants. Transferring 

from side to side is simple 

and intuitive: the outer 

armrest and footrest flip 

up and out of the way,  

and the mounting arm  

is placed under the  

seat for unobstructed 

wheelchair access. 
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body workout that is low impact and great for 
those recovering from injury; it also improves 
cardiovascular health. Swimming relaxes 
people’s bodies, teaches restorative breathing 
practices, and helps to clear the mind. 
Swimming prompts the release of feel-good 
chemicals of endorphins which can alleviate 
pain, promote positivity, and boost one’s sense 
of well-being. Aquatic facilities are a gift to 
all users, and more campus residents will take 
advantage of the benefits they provide if they 
are transformed into destination spaces.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Dr. David Vinson 

has a PhD in English with specializations 

in transatlantic literature and cultural studies. He 

is a committed scholar, teacher, and dad. If you 

ever meet David, avoid the subject of soccer. His 

fandom borders on the truly obnoxious.
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Humidity



Wood floors have been placed in many types of 

buildings for centuries, and they are used in almost 

every gymnasium for comfort in walking, running and 

jumping. If properly cared for, wood floors can last 

for many, many years. The climate inside a building, 

however, can ruin the most beautiful floor with 

cupping, cracking, and other visible defects. Wood 

floors are more prone to moisture-related defects, 

particularly when the relative humidity fluctuates 

once the floor is installed and the building is in use.

W O O D  F L O O R S  A N D

Humidity
BY GRETE HEIMERDINGER
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W O O D  F L O O R S  A N D  H U M I D I T Y  continued

Wood is a hygroscopic material, meaning that 
it absorbs or loses moisture until an equilibrium 
between the wood moisture and the relative humidity 
of the surrounding air has been reached. Moisture 
problems such as cupping or shrinking occur when 
wood and the air around it are not in an equilibrium. 
The relationship between wood moisture, air 
humidity, and temperature determines what wood 
will do: expand, shrink, or keep its dimensions. 
Wood is considered stable when it does not shrink or 
expand. At that point, it has the equilibrium moisture 
content (EMC) in relation to the relative humidity 
of the surrounding air.

Calculators showing the equilibrium moisture 
content and corresponding relative humidity can 
easily be found with a simple internet search. As can 
be seen on such EMC charts, wood floors should 
have a moisture content of 6-9% because of the 
relationship to the corresponding air moisture. Inside 
buildings, the comfortable and recommended relative 
humidity range is between 30-50% at a temperature 
of 60-80° Fahrenheit. Wood is stable at these environ-
mental conditions when its moisture content is 6-9%. 

CERAMIC GLASS
COOKTOPS

W W W . C O O K W I T H K E N Y O N . C O M    |   8 6 0 . 6 6 4 . 4 9 0 6
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For example, if a floor is installed at about 6%, 
the relative humidity should be around 30%. If the 
relative humidity for that same floor changes to 55% 
and stays at 55%, the floor will pick up moisture 
gradually until 10% has been reached. The change in 
moisture content is usually accompanied by dimen-
sional changes of the floor planks.

Delivering a flawless floor is the installer’s respon-
sibility. The installer needs to make sure that the 
floor has the correct moisture content and that the 
building is at the correct relative humidity and 
temperature. When the installation is complete, 
the report left with the administrators in charge of 
campus maintenance should contain wood moisture 
and relative humidity measurements. The mainte-
nance crews can then check for values corresponding 
with the EMC chart.

Once the floor is installed, workers in the campus 
physical plant have the responsibility of keeping the 
floor in good condition for many years to come. 
Here are steps that maintenance crews should take 
in order to keep all campus wood floors beautiful 
by avoiding moisture problems: 
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W O O D  F L O O R S  A N D  H U M I D I T Y  continued

1  Maintenance crews should take moisture 
measurements at the time the installation is 
finished, noting the values in a report. When 
compiling this data, maintenance workers 
should choose moisture-critical places and 
get several moisture measurements. Using 
a dual-depth meter, workers should take 
measurements with both depth settings and 
note location, wood species setting, measuring 
depth, time, and date. Maintenance workers 
should also measure the relative humidity with 
a hygrometer at the same time. The physical 
plant should keep this documentation; in case 
of any moisture problems later on, comparison 
with the original measurements could help to 
find the cause of the problem. 

2  After these initial measurements have 
been taken and recorded, maintenance crews 
should then follow the guidelines of the floor 
manufacturer for regular maintenance and 
upkeep of the wood floors.

3  During regular floor maintenance, 
workers should also consistently monitor 
floor conditions by measuring the relative 
humidity and floor moisture content, then 
comparing the values to the EMC chart. 
When wood moisture content and relative 
humidity do not correspond with the EMC 
chart, workers should act quickly to change 
the relative humidity of the interior air; 
otherwise, the wood will change its moisture 
content to reach the stable value and shrink, 
cup, twist, etc. 

Campus administrators should consider 
a system which automatically records the 
relative humidity and the temperature. Such 
systems provide an independent record which 
shows that the HVAC system is working, and 
they can sound an alarm to alert maintenance 
personnel when the relative humidity falls 
under or rises above the pre-set limit. A good 
example of when these alarms are needed 

is when someone turns off the heat in the 
gymnasium during the winter holiday break.

In caring for wood floors, the main tools 
for the maintenance crew are a moisture 
meter, a thermo-hygrometer, and the EMC 
chart to check both relative humidity and 
wood moisture. The crew must keep records 
of all the measurements they take. The 
simple task of taking and recording wood 
and air moisture can help prevent problems. 
Additionally, when moisture problems occur, 
the records can help to find the cause and 
prevent additional problems in the future.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Grete 

Heimerdinger has been the technical 

adviser for the moisture meter division for 

Lignomat. She graduated from the technical 

university in Stuttgart and started Lignomat with 

her husband in 1982. Lignomat now offers a full 

line of pin, pinless and RH meters as well as 

wireless monitoring devices for buildings.







IS MY POOL REQUIRED  
TO BE COMPLIANT WITH  
THE AMERICANS WITH  
DISABILITIES ACT?

Q&A

The ADA prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability 

by places of public accommodation, including many private 

businesses. Title III requires that newly constructed and altered 

facilities be fully accessible and free of barriers to people with 

disabilities, when providing such access is readily achievable. 

BY MARLEY CUNNINGHAM

 Our campus pool was built before the effective date of the new Standards.  
 Is our facility “grandfathered” in? 

  No. The ADA does not have a provision to “grandfather” a facility. It does have 
a “safe harbor” provision, which applies to existing elements built prior to the new 
standard that fully complied with the 1991 Standards. However, Safe Harbor does not 
apply to elements that are new in the 2012 Standards and did not exist in the 1991 ADA 
Standards, including swimming pools, wading pools and spas. Businesses are required 
to make existing pools accessible only when it is “readily achievable” to do so, meaning 
that providing accessibility can be accomplished without much difficulty or expense. 
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Generous tax credits for making these renova-
tions are available, and there are options now 
to both lease and finance pool lifts. Such 
readily-available financial help could make it 
difficult to demonstrate any undue hardship. 

 I want people with disabilities to feel 
welcome in my business, but I’m not 
sure how I’ll afford it. What are my 
options? 

  There are a few ways you can get assis-
tance to become more accessible! 

• Government Funding: Section 44 of 
the IRS code allows a tax credit for small 
businesses that have a total annual revenue 
of $1,000,000 or less, or thirty or fewer 
full-time employees. This credit can cover 
50% of the eligible access expenditures 
in a year, up to $10,250 (for a maximum 
credit of $5,000). Section 190 allows a 
tax deduction for all businesses, with a 

maximum deduction of $15,000 per year. 
To learn more about these provisions, 
campus administrators can contact the 
DOJ ADA Information Line at 800-514-
0301 (voice) or 800-514-0383 (TTY).

• Fundraising: Because accessibility in 
existing facilities is an ongoing obligation, 
the ADA recommends that businesses 
develop plans to provide access when it 
becomes readily available. Businesses can 
start an “Accessibility Fund” and plan to 
put money into the fund until the goal is 
reached. Community fundraisers could 
help with these efforts.

• Contacting a Local Dealer: A great place 
to start that doesn’t cost a dime is simply 
calling and asking. Campus adminis-
trators can start with reaching out to a 
local dealer of Mobility Equipment to ask 
about funding or financing.

 What are the benefits of compliance? 

  About one in four—sixty-one million—
adults in America are living with a disability, 
making people with disabilities the largest 
minority group in America! Accessibility 
not only benefits those with disabilities, 
but others, as well. Increasing accessibility 
increases the number of customers who have 
access to facilities, and their patronage can 
increase revenue. Disabled adults have an 
estimated spending power of $490 billion 
in disposable income each year, so ADA 
compliance can be financially rewarding, 
as well.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Marley Cunningham, 

Director of Marketing at Aqua Creek Products in 

Missoula, Montana. 

A M E R I C A N S  W I T H  D I S A B I L I T I E S  C O M P L I A N T  continued
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SCHOOL BRANDING
SHOULDN’T STOP AT YOUR 
ACCESSIBILITY EQUIPMENT

aquacreek.com • 888.687.3552 •

 About one in four—sixty-one million— 
 adults in America are living with a  

 disability, making people with disabilities 
 the largest minority group in America! 

 Accessibility not only benefits those with 
 disabilities, but others, as well 





PERFECT PERFECT 
   BALANCE   BALANCE

In the simplest terms, 

over-stabilization occurs 

when too much cyanuric 

acid (CYA) is added to pool 

water. Over-stabilization is a 

problem because CYA can 

slow down chlorine’s ability 

to kill pathogens and algae. 

To understand this issue, 

maintenance personnel need 

to know that hypochlorous 

acid (HOCl) is the active 

form of chlorine in pools.

BY ELLEN MEYER

M A I N T A I N I N G  T H E 

I N  U N I V E R S I T Y  P O O L S
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The concentration of HOCl is affected by 
both the pH and the CYA concentration. At 
low pH, chlorine is in its full active HOCl 
form. At high pH, chlorine is present as the 
less active hypochlorite ion. This situation is 
the primary reason pH must be controlled. 
Keeping the pH below 7.8 ensures an 
adequate HOCl concentration is maintained.

Even with very low (<10 ppm) concentra-
tions of CYA, the concentration of active 
chlorine, or HOCl, is decreased significantly. 
Both pH and CYA concentrations must be 
controlled to maintain an effective HOCl 
concentration. Disinfection rates are typically 
measured in terms of CT values, where C is 
the concentration of disinfectant and T is the 
time needed to inactivate the organism. When 
increasing CYA concentrations, the CT value 
increases. With more CYA, the pool will need 
more time and more disinfectant to kill the 
bacteria.

Pool Shocking

In a 2004 study performed by Lonza, eight 
identical 6,800 gallon pools were operated 
for three months at a test facility in Miami, 
Florida: two control pools with no CYA, 
two pools at 25-50 ppm CYA, two pools 
at 100-125 ppm CYA, and two pools at 

200-250 ppm CYA. Algae and synthetic 
bather load were added to the pools once a 
week. Each week, two days after the contam-
inant additions, the pools were shocked with 
10 ppm available chlorine using calcium 
hypochlorite (cal-hypo). Results showed 
that increasing CYA concentrations led to 
increased algae counts. The pools with 25-50 
CYA had almost twice as many algae as the 
pools without CYA, and the 100-125 ppm 
CYA pools had between nine and ten times 
the algae.

Despite its drawbacks, CYA is a useful 
tool which stabilizes chlorine so that it is not 
degraded by sunlight. The challenge becomes 
understanding how to maintain a chlorine 
residual without compromising its efficacy. 
The answer is to use as little CYA as necessary 
to maintain a chlorine residual and have a 
way to add un-stabilized chlorine slowly and 
constantly to the water.

Commercial pools have been using this 
approach for years. By adding a small amount 
of CYA to the pool, the chlorine residual is 
stabilized. Then, un-stabilized products such 
as chlorine gas, sodium hypochlorite (liquid 
bleach), or cal-hypo are used to provide a 
steady source of chlorine. In commercial 
pools, the chlorine feed is usually performed 

using feeding equipment and controllers.
Trichlor offers the advantage of being slow 

dissolving so daily additions of chemicals are 
not needed, and the equipment needed to 
feed trichlor to the water—such as a floater 
or tablet feeder—is simple and inexpensive.

However, for every pound of trichlor 
added, about half a pound of CYA is added 
to the pool. With the use of trichlor, CYA 
concentrations can quickly build up, and 
chlorine efficacy can be compromised. The 
un-stabilized sanitizers—cal-hypo and liquid 
bleach—work great as sanitizers; because they 
are fast dissolving, however, the equipment 
needed to feed these products has been more 
complex and expensive.

The Dangers of Trichlor 
Tablets in Skimmers
Slow dissolve cal-hypo tablets are now offered 
on the commercial market, with a formulation 
tailored to the needs of commercial pools. 
Although these tablets dissolve very similarly 
to trichlor tablets, they cannot be used in 
trichlor feeders. Trichlor and cal-hypo are 
incompatible, and combining them can be 
extremely dangerous. Putting both of these 
tablets into a feeder could cause fire, explosion, 
and the release of toxic gases, resulting in 
property damage, injuries, or even death.

T H E  P E R F E C T  B A L A N C E  continued
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For commercial pools, the feeders are designed 
for use with the slow dissolve cal-hypo tablets. 
Many pool professionals are wary of putting 
chlorine tablets in the skimmer. With trichlor, 
these worries are well founded. The combination 
of low pH and high chlorine of trichlor tablets can 
wreak havoc on pumps and other pool equipment. 
Cal-hypo, on the other hand, has a high pH, so 
when it is used, the water moving through the 
equipment will have high chlorine content, but 
the chlorine is not as active due to the high pH.

Cal-hypo adds calcium to the water. This 
method can be good for plaster surfaces, but, 
if left unchecked, too much calcium can lead 
to scaling and cloudy water. Like CYA from 
trichlor, calcium must be removed by draining 
and refilling the water. However, the amount of 
water needed to correct the calcium addition from 
cal-hypo is much less than the amount of water 
needed to correct the CYA addition from trichlor. 
In addition to this advantage, cal-hypo helps to 
protect pool plaster due to its calcium content 
and high pH.

In summary, workers who are maintaining 
the chlorine residual with trichlor or shocking 
with dichlor are not only adding chlorine to the 
pool, but they are also adding CYA. CYA hinders 
chlorine efficacy and should be maintained at the 
lowest concentration needed to maintain a chlorine 
residual. Slow dissolve cal-hypo tablets are now 
available that offer the convenience of trichlor, 
without the CYA. These tablets and the propri-
etary, slow-dissolving technology in them are long 
lasting and leave no trace of CYA.

This non-stabilized chemistry helps to avoid 
over-stabilization by giving maintenance personnel 
the choices of how much CYA to add and when. With 
slow-dissolving cal-hypo tablets, users no longer need 
to choose between convenience and efficacy.
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Despite its draw-

backs, CYA is a 

useful tool which 

stabilizes chlorine  

so that it is not  

degraded by sun-

light. The challenge 

becomes under-

standing how to 

maintain a chlorine 

residual without 

compromising its 

efficacy. 




